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A LIFETIME OF
BLISSFUL MOMENTS
Who wouldn’t want to travel across the sea from one dream destination to the
next, relaxing at the pool, squinting into the sun, while leaving everyday life
behind? Discovering the world with AIDA means taking a vacation that brings
you new surprises every day. Just the view over the vast blue ocean alone provides healing balsam for the soul. For complete and deep relaxation, seclude
yourself in a sauna with an ocean view or relax in a hammock on your cabin
balcony to the gentle sounds of the waves.
Or would you prefer a more active vacation? Challenge your children to a race
on the Racer double waterslide on the Activity Deck or celebrate alpine-style in
a proper German Brauhaus. The exciting shows at the Theatrium bring you the
best in entertainment every night. And at the next port, a new dream destination is already awaiting your discovery. No matter if you want to experience the
shimmering northern lights in Nuuk, Greenland or follow in Antoni Gaudí’s
footsteps in Barcelona or dance barefoot on a sandy beach in Barbados:
After a long period of deprivation, indulge yourself again – finally! – with
countless blissful AIDA moments and enjoy the pure pleasure of life.
Your AIDA Crew
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SCAN HERE FOR MORE AIDA
Want to learn even more about us?
Then just look for this symbol.
With the AIDA Cruises app you can look forward to
finding out more about AIDA with every scan.
Just download and open the AIDA Cruises app for
iOS or Android.
Select the menu item “Catalog scan”, then point the
camera of your smartphone or tablet toward the
symbol to display interesting facts, exciting videos,
360° virtual cabin tours and much, much more.
Have fun exploring!
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AIDA TIP
For everyone that loves AIDA and traveling:
Starting immediately, you can immerse yourself even more deeply in our world with the
new online magazine AIDA INSPIRATION. Look
forward to new issues appearing regularly at
www.aida.de/inspiration!
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SOUTHERN AFRICA
FROM PAGE 110

SOUTHEAST ASIA
FROM PAGE 126

REDISCOVER
TRAVEL
Arrive at your dream destinations on board our smiling AIDA
ships: Meet fascinating people and experience impressive natural
wonders and vibrant cities! The encounters you make on an AIDA
vacation become connections that you will cherish forever.

Interested in the current,
live locations of our ships?
Scan here using
our AIDA Cruises
app!*

* For instructions, see p. 7
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VAST
SEA LOVE OF
YOUR LIFE
Your heart beats faster. You have butterflies in your stomach. That’s
how you know you just fell in love – or you’re on board AIDA. Or maybe
both! Because we’re here to fulfill all your wishes. Every day you
can select a different restaurant or wellness treatment of your
choice or choose from many, many more options. Welcome
to the world of AIDA!
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RESPONSIBLE
TRAVEL
For 25 years we have been taking travelers to their dream locations and creating connections among people. To express our
responsibility with regard to the environment and the countries
to which we travel, we don’t just talk, we also take action: Did you
know that on board AIDA we use plastic and disposable items as
rarely as possible? Or that we make sure to prevent food waste
whenever we can? Or that we want to continue with ship innovations so that, in the long term, our cruises will be emission-
neutral? In addition, with AIDA Cruise & Help, we are involved in
regional and international projects – for example, building schools
in emerging countries. Together with our partners, guests and
the crew, we are supporting people and regions that need help –
and in this way, we are doing our part to make the world a
little better.
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OUR PATH TO
SUSTAINABILITY
Values: Designing more sustainable cruises is just as important to us as
supporting the goals of the Paris Climate Agreement and the International
Maritime Organization.
Green cruising: Every year we invest millions of euros in the development
and implementation of new, more efficient environmental technologies for
our ships.
Partners: In close cooperation with partners in the areas of science, economics and politics, we are developing innovative answers to important
questions about the future.
Experience the beauty of
our planet – for example,
the Norwegian fjords.

Goals: Our long-term goal is emission-neutral cruising. Sustainability is
also important to us in terms of shore excursions, which must meet social
and ecological criteria.
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HEADING
STRAIGHT INTO
THE FUTURE!

2007

2011

2013

2016

Commissioning of the

Launch of a compre-

Commissioning of

Commissioning of

first AIDA ship prepared

hensive investment

AIDAprima:

AIDAperla, a sister
ship of AIDAprima.

for shore power; all

program for the

the ship features

With our Green Cruising Strategy, we continue to close in on our

subsequent new ships

installation of

a shore power

goal of emission-neutral cruising by 2040. We reached an import ant

will have this capability.

Advanced Air Quality

connection and a

milestone at the end of 2018 with the world’s first LNG cruise ship,

Systems (AAQS) on

multi-stage AAQS.

AIDAnova, and our newest addition, AIDAcosma, will also operate

board the AIDA fleet.

solely with low-emission, liquefied natural gas (LNG). This means
that emissions of particulate matter and sulfur oxides can be almost
completely prevented, while the emission of n
 itrogen oxides and

Ordering of the worldʼs

Start of the test phase

CO² will be reduced. To make emission-neutral operation possible

first cruise ships that can

of the Hamburg-Altona

for the other ships in our fleet in the future, we are also advancing

be supplied with LNG

shore power facility

research into synthetic fuels generated from regenerative sources

or shore power at port.

with AIDAsol; in regular

as well as promoting the expansion of options for using shore
power. The use of batteries on AIDAperla in addition to fuel cells on
board AIDAnova is planned for 2021 – and as early as 2030 we want
to commission the first emission-neutral ship.
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2017

operation since 2017.

SUS TAINABILIT Y

2018

2019

2021

2030

2023

Ten ships of AIDA fleet

Commissioning of second LNG

Planned commissioning of

are able to use shore

cruise ship AIDAcosma. First tests

the first emission-neutral

power or are being

of fuel cells on board AIDAnova.

cruise ship.

technically equipped

AIDAperla receives first battery

to do so. More ships

systems. Start of shore power

will follow.

supply in Kiel and Rostock. By
the end of 2021, all AIDA ships

Commissioning of AIDAnova:

constructed after 2000 will be

Commissioning of the third LNG

the worldʼs first cruise ship

able to receive green shore power.

cruise ship. 94 percent of all AIDA

that is fully powered with

guests travel on cruise ships that

LNG and certified with the

can be powered either entirely

German eco label “Blue Angel”.

with low-emission LNG or partially
with green shore power while
docked in port.

Do you know about the
AIDA Sustainability
Report? Read it now
with the AIDA
Cruises app!*

KEY
Shore power
Liquefied natural gas (LNG)
Advanced Air Quality Systems (AAQS)
Battery
Fuel cells
* For instructions, see p. 7
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EVERYTHING FOR
A HAPPY VACATION
Imagine not having to take care of anything at all during your
travels – instead, you can simply go with the flow, enjoy your trip
and let others pamper you. Wouldn’t that be wonderful? That’s
exactly what happens on your AIDA dream vacation! On our trips,
many services are already included – like the delicious meals in
our numerous restaurants or the wide variety of entertainment
that will astonish you every day. And you can choose the rate that’s
best for you. For example, AIDA VARIO is just right for those who
are spontaneous and want to remain flexible. And if you want
a comprehensive package so you can be perfectly happy
and not have to worry about anything, then we suggest
AIDA PREMIUM or AIDA PREMIUM ALL INCLUSIVE.
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INCLUDED SERVICES

INCLUDED
JUST FOR YOU
A selection of the services included in the price of the trip:
Culinary indulgence with full board and selected beverages
Entertainment with musicals, dance, acrobatics, comedy,
live music and TV shows
Fitness with the newest equipment, over 30 courses per week,
outdoor sports deck
Fun and adventure for kids and teens in every age group
Swim, sunbathe and relax on spacious outside decks
First-class service and gratuities. German spoken on board.

AIDA TIP
Make all your wishes come true on your
AIDA dream vacation! In addition to all of
the services already included, our new ALL
INCLUSIVE rate also offers the most extensive beverage package, the best way to keep
track of your travel costs.
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SIMPLY WELLPLANNED:
myAIDA
After you book the AIDA vacation of your choice, you feel it – the
excitement, the longing for the sea. And along with it, all of the
days you have to wait impatiently before you can finally set foot
on the ship. Our tip for you, if you can hardly wait until your dream
trip finally begins: Sweeten the anticipation with myAIDA! With
our vacation portal, you can plan many onboard experiences
while you’re still at home. Here’s how it works: Simply register
with your booking number and you can book a table in an a-lacarte restaurant or a spot on an excursion, for example. Then,
after your vacation on the ship you can look back at the most
wonderful highlights in your personal myAIDA photo album.
myAIDA is part of the AIDA Cruises app, so you can even organize
your dream vacation while you’re on the go.
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myAIDA

YOUR myAIDA BENEFITS AT A GLANCE
Vacation right from the start
• Individualized trip planning
• Attractive discounts
• Entire excursion program at a glance
• Book excursions and wellness treatments
even before your trip begins
• Convenient online table reservation for
selected restaurants
For an utterly relaxing experience
in our beautiful wellness area,
simply book one of our spa packages
now from the comfort of your home.

• Valuable offers thanks to gourmet
and beverage packages
• Fill out the ship manifest and use the travel
checklist for your preparation
• Register your debit card or credit card
for myAIDA onboard payment
• View flight times, baggage limits and
port information
• Use the parking service for
departures from Germany
Take advantage of experience highlights
• Discounts up to 15 % on excursions
• Discounts up to 20 % on wellness treatments
and rental items (e. g. baby monitor)
• Price advantages for AIDA Club members
During and after your trip
• View the daily onboard program on myAIDA
• Book wellness treatments and excursions
• When you’re back at home, it’s easy to have the
myAIDA onboard invoice sent to you or design
your personal photo album
Plan your trip and much more at
www.aida.de/myaida
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WANT
TO SEA MORE?
Simply order your personal copy from
www.aida.com/brochure

